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Structure - application

Integration into existing systems
Our carton flow adapter profiles make the installation of flow frames possible in
all kinds of rack systems. The flow frame size is adapted to the existing bay widths.
Further levels for pallet storage in the rack can be planned above the flow frames.
With this, the stocking of the commissioning goods in the pallet rack ensures a fast
replenishment of the channels.

Pallet rack on the loading side

Load
The static dimensioning of our flow frames is made by different material thicknesses
and the number of beams. Huge single loads of up to 40 kg and level loads of 2.000
kg with a standard size of 2700 x 2500 mm can be easily realised by the individual
adaption.

Beams below the frame and lateral
and rear section

Mounting and adjustability
Our flow frames can be mounted easily
and without great effort. The frames are
adjustable in the height and in the depth
by a few easy steps if your product range
changes. The channel width can also be
adapted without tools.

Conversion of the roller track by hand
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Conversion of the height adjustability
by hand

Connection of materials handling technology
For the transport of the picked goods the materials handling technology in front of
the rack can be integrated into the system. A pick-by-light system is another interesting possibility to increase the productivity and to reduce picking mistakes.
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Connection to conveyor technique

Carton Flow

Flexibility - profitability

Modular system
With an increasing diversity of the products and product ranges, the requirements towards the warehouse
concepts are also increasing. Warehouse logistics, particularly during the picking process gets more and
more significant.

Everywhere, where goods are picked from boxes,
cases or packing units, our carton flow frames
are the solution! Flexibility and profitability, efficiency and performance are required!

1

Front section with labelling track
Front section especially designed for the fixing of
labels or pick-by-light displays

The principle here is:
“Goods to the man”

5
4

Guide track
For the lateral separation of the channels,
adjustable without tools

5
2

HUK, D-Coburg

Order-picking shelf

6
6

Bent order-picking shelf for greatest possible
opening for the picking of the goods

2

Brake clips
For braking the load carrier and the goods,
available in different length

1
3

Adapter with adjustable hooks

7

Suitable for all frame types, levels adjustable in the
height with a grid of 20 or 25 mm

In the food wholesale trade, in the automobile industry, in the mail order business or in the pharmaceutical or chemist
wholesale trade our carton flow frames
are used!

4

3

8

Rollers made out of high-quality plastic on
stable steel axes, adjustable in a grid of
5,5 mm or 7,5 mm

The separation of the loading and unloading
side, taking the first-in-first-out principle into
consideration, affects a significant increase of
the picking performance.
The clearly arranged, easily accessible and space
saving arrangement of the goods allows this.

Rewe, D-Neudietendorf

Flow frames
Consisting of front and rear sections, as well
as lateral sections. Stiffening of the frames by
beams

8

MGL Metro, D-Reichenbach

Bay width and flow depth are freely selectable by
a separate support frame system

7

Roller track

Support frames
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Connection of materials handling technology
For the transport of the picked goods the materials handling technology in front of
the rack can be integrated into the system. A pick-by-light system is another interesting possibility to increase the productivity and to reduce picking mistakes.
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